
FULL-TEXT FORMAT EDITING 
 

The full texts for the 1st International Congress of Young Researchers on Africa should be               
sent to codes.academico@nanouki.com by 15 July 2019. Proposals of higher quality and            
academic level will be published in digital book chapter format with ISBN by the              
Publications Service of the University of Valladolid. It is recalled that texts that do not               
comply with the rules of edition will be automatically rejected. Authors are therefore urged to               
adhere to the stipulations.  
 

● A sample text is available on the Congress website. We ask all authors to review it                
and ensure that their proposal follows this model. Proposals that do not conform to              
the rules and format will not be accepted. 
 

● Articles must have the same page configuration as the model (you can click on the               
"Page Layout" > "Page Setup" tab, and check how the "Margins", "Paper" and             
"Layout" sections are configured, to put the same configuration in the article). In             
addition, the different sections of the article (title, body of the article, epigraph titles,              
indented citations, footnotes, final bibliography, headings and page numbers) must be           
adjusted to the font type and size of the corresponding sections of the model, as well                
as to its paragraph format, maintaining the same tabulations (the "Copy Formatting"            
tool can help, copying the formatting of the model paragraph and then applying it to               
the corresponding paragraph of the article). 
 

● All texts must be submitted in Word format. In the title of the document must be put:                 
Communication_Complete name of the Researcher 
 

● The maximum length of the document is 6000 words, including bibliography.           
Authors must conform to the stipulated length.  
 

● Title: Times New Roman 12, capital letters, centred.  
Name and Surname: Times New Roman 12, capital letters, left aligned. 
Institutional affiliation and email: Times New Roman 12, lowercase, left aligned. 
 

● All texts must have a abstract in Spanish and English with a maximum length of               
100 words. In addition, five key words must be incorporated in both Spanish and              
English, separated by semicolons. 
 

● The format must be Times New Roman, size 11, single spaced.  
 

● Quotations occupying more than three lines should be in a separate paragraph,            
without quotation marks and in a Times New Roman 10 size.  
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● Footnotes: Times New Roman 9.  

 
● For quotation marks, use double English quotation marks (" "). If within the first              

quotation mark it is necessary to use quotation marks again, these must be angular («               
») 
 

● The inclusion of maps, tables or graphics is admitted and will be valued. They will               
have successive Arabic numerals and will be suitably titled in the lower part, followed              
by the mention of the sources used. Times New Roman 10 shall be used, in lower                
case.  
 

● At the end of the text the list of the bibliography used will be included. It shall be                  
arranged in alphabetical order. The format will be the same as in the footnotes, except               
for the font that here will be Times New Roman body 12. Remember that on the web                 
there is a document available with the style of citations and bibliography. Please             
respect this format.  
 
 


